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April 10th, 2017 
Dear Friends of the Preborn, 
 

Even though Milwaukee was hit with nine inches of 
snow the day before the Joshua Glover Ceremony 
and the temperature was only 18-degrees the day of 
the Ceremony, scores of people gathered in 
Cathedral Square in downtown Milwaukee to 
remember the interposition of state magistrates back 
in the 1850’s and to demand that they do so in our 
day on behalf of the preborn. 
 

The Joshua Glover effort was actually a 4-day 
event—March 12-15— with conference talks and 
street activity. You can watch and listen to all the 
talks and see some of  the activity by going to our 
website AbolishAbortionWI.com. The Lord is raising up a Gideon 300 army across the state of 
Wisconsin. You can be a part of it no matter where you may reside in our state. We are building 
groups of people in all 72 counties. You can minister on behalf of your preborn neighbor in your 
county. Please contact us if you would like to participate.  
 

The biggest impediment to seeing interposition accomplished for  the preborn in this state is 
the fiction of ‘judicial supremacy.’ That is why we have enclosed an article entitled The Odious 
Fiction Destroying America. It repudiates the popular belief that Supreme Court opinions are the 
“law of the land,” that the Supreme Court is the final arbiter of all constitutional questions, and that 
all other branches of government must bow down to the Supreme Court even when they issue 
unjust/immoral/constitutionally-repugnant court opinions. Please take time to read it. 
 

We have also enclosed our  12-page booklet which defines abolitionism. This is an important 
document that we put out during the Joshua Glover event—to people and to the magistrates—when 
we went to the Capitol on March 15th. We have received a great response to this booklet. It is 
changing the paradigm of how people view the murder of the preborn.  Abolitionism is different 
from pro-life. You can obtain copies of this booklet to put in the hands of others for only 65 cents a 
piece and that includes shipping.  
 

We want to thank you for your continued support of our efforts. What we are doing is so needed 
and necessary at this time, and your support helps us to get things done! 
 

 May Christ be glorified in the earth! 
 

Pastor Matt Trewhella 

Demanding justice for the preborn in Milwaukee. 

Monthly Tour Stop 

OCONOMOWOC 

Saturday, April 15th, 2017 

Summit Ave. (Hwy 67) & Thackeray Trail  

11:30 a.m.—1:00 p.m. 



The 2nd Biggest Impediment to Seeing Interposition 
Effected for the Preborn in Wisconsin 

The Pro-Life movement in America has made women who murder their own sons and 
daughters through abortion into victims. In fact, the pro-life movement has been 
conducting a nationwide campaign for years now to remove all laws that did criminalize 
the actions of the woman – all while promoting the mantra that the woman is a victim.  

What they have done is a grave mistake. They are spitting on the humanity of the preborn 
child. They are not establishing justice for the preborn.  

Even the U. S. Supreme Court saw the inconsistency of such non-penalties. Blackmun used 
the lack of punishment to the woman and the low punishment to the abortionist as proof 
that the preborn child must not be “a person” and abortion must not be murder.  The Roe 
v. Wade opinion reads: 

“There are other inconsistencies between Fourteenth Amendment status 
and the typical abortion statute. It has already been pointed out, n. 49, 
supra, that, in Texas, the woman is not a principal or an accomplice with 
respect to an abortion upon her. If the fetus is a person, why is the woman 
not a principal or an accomplice? Further, the penalty for criminal abortion 
specified by Art. 1195 is significantly less than the maximum penalty for 
murder prescribed by Art. 1257 of the Texas Penal Code. If the fetus is a 
person, may the penalties be different?” [Endnote 54] 

The Court is pointing out the incongruity of the Texas law. 1.) The 3 to 6-year sentence for 
the abortionist came far short of the capital punishment proper to anyone convicted of the 
premeditated murder of another person; and, 2.) the mother is not punished at all. 

The Court is saying “If the preborn child is a ‘person’, why no penalty for the mother and 
such minimal penalty for the abortionist?” By refusing to criminalize the actions of the 
woman and instead labeling her a victim – the pro-life movement has undermined both 
the humanity of the preborn child and the rightly stated argument that abortion is murder. 

This foolishness by the Pro-Life movement—that the woman who murders her child is a 
victim—has created the second great impediment to seeing interposition for the preborn 
effected in Wisconsin and other states (the first impediment is the fiction of ’judicial 
supremacy’). People think that women who murder their babies are victims. 

When we are asked what the punishment should be for women who have illegal abortions 
(all will know it is against the law once it is against the law), we should unashamedly 
respond – whatever the penalty is for murder in the state where it takes place. Justice must 
be established for the preborn. Murder must be prosecuted. 

Of course, as Christians, we offer the good news of redemption through Christ to those 
guilty of abortion, just as we would any other criminal guilty of a capital crime. But that 
does not negate the God-given role of the civil magistrate to administer just punishment 
on behalf of society, and in accordance with justice. 



The Odious Fiction Destroying America 

A false belief that most all Americans hold to in our day is the idea that the U.S. Supreme 

Court is the final arbiter of what is constitutional or unconstitutional. The adherents of 

this belief – and there is a sea of lawyers in this country who have a vested interest in 

furthering this odious fiction – actually have the hubris to point to the Constitution itself 

and say that the Constitution declares the judiciary to be the final arbiter.  
  

They proffer Article 6, paragraph 2 of the U.S. Constitution – the ‘supremacy clause’ - for 

their notion of judicial supremacy . But when you read Article 6, paragraph 2 – you 

realize that the Supreme Court isn’t even mentioned, nor are the federal courts of any 

kind mentioned. Article 6, paragraph 2 - known as the supremacy clause actually gives 

supremacy to  the Constitution!  
  

Wholly opposite of this view of ‘judicial supremacy’ was the view held by America’s 

founders. They viewed the judiciary as being the weakest branch of the government. 
  

Thomas Jefferson stated in 1823: “At the establishment of our constitutions, the judiciary 

bodies were supposed to be the most helpless and harmless members of the government. 

Experience, however, soon showed in what way they were to become the most dangerous;”  
  

Alexander Hamilton who was the most favorable to the judiciary – wanting to allay the 

fears that other of the founders had of the judiciary – stated: “The judiciary, from the nature 

of its functions, will always be the least dangerous to the political rights of the Constitution; 

because it will be least in the capacity to annoy or injure them.”  
  

James Madison – known as the architect of the Constitution – stated: “The Judiciary is 

beyond comparison the weakest of the three departments of power.” He said, “In republican 

government, the legislative authority necessarily predominates.”  The legislature does not bow 

down to the judiciary – rather the legislature predominates.  
  

The judiciary is not the strongest – it does not write laws - it is not the final arbiter. 

Rather, as the founders stated, they are supposed to be the most helpless, the most 

harmless, the weakest, the least dangerous to the Constitution. All that has been turned 

on its head. Now all other branches bow down to the judiciary – as though they can do 

no other than obey. America has replaced a monarchy with an oligarchy.  
  

Jefferson warned of this 200 years ago. He wrote in a letter in 1820 to an early judicial 

supremacist: “You seem . . . to consider the judges as the ultimate arbiters of all constitutional 

questions; a very dangerous doctrine indeed, and one which would place us under the despotism of 

an oligarchy.” He went on to write: “The Constitution has erected no such single tribunal, 

knowing that to whatever hands confided, with the corruptions of time and party, its members 

would become despots.”      
  

And that is what the Supreme Court is in our day – despots. And they are not the final  



arbiters – as Jefferson states, “The Constitution has erected no such single tribunal.” 
 

Jefferson stated in another letter in 1821 – a year later: “The germ of dissolution of our 

federal government is in the constitution of the federal Judiciary; an irresponsible body (for 

impeachment is scarcely a scare-crow) working like gravity by night and by day, gaining a little 

today and a little tomorrow, and advancing its noiseless step like a thief, over the field of 

jurisdiction, until all shall be usurped.” 
  

And the judiciary has been doing exactly that for 200 years now. Rewriting the 

Constitution – giving themselves powers never granted them in the Constitution. 

Usurping all other government jurisdictions.  
 

We now have social transformation without representation. 
  

Men will forbear and so we should – but there comes a point where forbearance 

becomes sin. There comes a point where forbearance becomes cowardice. There comes a 

point when men realize they no longer have the convenience of acting indifferent 

towards the unjust and immoral actions of their government. And I submit to you that 

the lawlessness of the judiciary should not be forborne. I submit to you that the murder 

of the preborn should not be forborne.  
  

Senator Oliver Ellsworth, the primary drafter of Article 3 of the Constitution which 

delineates the function of the judiciary, promised the people of his state before the 

Constitution was ratified that the federal judiciary was “not to intermeddle with your 

internal policy.” Now every governor in America bows down and bends over to the 

judiciary. They accommodate murder – they accommodate perversion of marriage – 

they’ll accommodate boys in the girl’s shower rooms too. 
  

Their duty is not to accommodate or bow down – but to interpose. 
  

The judiciary is the tyrant. They are lawless. We are under the despotism of an 

oligarchy. And this lawless authoritarianism of the federal courts must be broken – and 

it will only be broken by the interposition of the lesser magistrates. 
 

Nowhere does the Constitution bind us to a suicide pact with SCOTUS. 
  

As legal historian Alpheus Thomas Mason wrote not too long ago: “Implicit in the system 

of government the Framers designed is the basic premise that unchecked power in any hands 

whatsoever is intolerable.” The Supreme Court must be checked – and it must be checked 

by the state magistrates. Congress is a weakling. The state magistrates need to do their 

God-given duty and check the lawlessness of the judiciary. 
  
Matthew Trewhella is the pastor of Mercy Seat Christian Church (http://MercySeat.net), founder of Missionaries to 
the Preborn (http://MissionariesToThePreborn.com), and author of the book The Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrates 
(http://DefyTyrants.com).  He and his wife Clara have eleven children and reside in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin area. 

http://MercySeat.net
http://MissionariesToThePreborn.com
http://DefyTyrants.com


The Joshua Glover Ceremony and Project was held from March 12th—15th, 2017. 
Scores of people participated in the effort, including nine pastors. The effort began with a 
series of talks on Sunday, March 12th. The topic 
was repentance—and included the titles When We 
Repent; Why the Pro-Life Movement has Failed; 
and Pro-Life Political Repentance.  Repentance is 
an important part of abolitionism. 
 
On Monday, Milwaukee was hit with a 9-inch 
snowstorm yet the day was full of street activity on 
behalf of the preborn, including delivering a letter 
to Governor Walker’s Milwaukee office demanding 
interposition for the preborn. 

 
On 
Tuesday, 
the Ceremony was held in 18-degree weather. 
The event was one hour long with a series of 
speakers—keynote being  former Green Bay 
Packer Kabeer Gbaja-Biamila. Those 
attending then marched to City Hall several 
blocks away. 
 
Later they gathered at the mural of the Glover 
Rescue on Fond du Lac Ave. to hold signs 
and pass out literature. That evening another 
series of talks were given on the topics of 
Practical Path to Interposition; Why 
Abolitionism is Replacing the Pro-Life 
Movement; and Mission to the Magistrates. 
 

Joshua Glover Ceremony and Project            

Demands Justice for the Preborn 

Kabeer Gbaja-Biamila 

Marching  through downtown Milwaukee. 



On Wednesday, those participating went to the 
tyrant’s lair—the federal courthouse in 
downtown Milwaukee to expose the fiction of 
‘judicial supremacy.’ Speeches were made and 
literature distributed. The group then traveled to 
the Capitol in Madison and delivered the 
enclosed booklets to the legislators. They also 
delivered a letter to Governor Walker’s Capitol 
office and to his mansion demanding he defy 
the federal judiciary and establish justice for the 
preborn in Wisconsin. 

 

ALL THE TALKS, VIDEOS, LITERATURE, AND PICTURES FROM THE JOSHUA 
GLOVER PROJECT CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.ABOLISHABORTIONWI.COM 

Outside the Governor’s mansion in Madison where one of three letters were delivered to the Governor to 

demand he defy the federal judiciary and defend the preborn. 

Russell Hunter of Abolish Human Abortion 

was one of several speakers. 

At Cathedral Square in downtown Milwaukee.                                   

The Ceremony held there highlighted the interposition of Wisconsin 

magistrates in the 1850’s  in defiance of the federal Fugitive Slave 

Act and demanded of today’s magistrates that they do the same in 

our day on behalf of the preborn. 
Praying outside the beast’s lair. 

Lots of ministry in the snow. 


